MEDIUMWEIGHT

A. SmartStock® Polystyrene Cutlery Dispensers
Each of these sturdy, visually appealing towers is designed specifically to
hold and discharge one of three types of self-serve utensils—fork, knife
or multipurpose spoon. There isn’t a more efficient, orderly way for you to
stock—and your customers to select—the cutlery that is an essential part of
your everyday foodservice operation. Promotes good hygiene; enclosed design
protects cutlery from contaminants. Speeds up restocking and frees up valuable
counter space. Translucent Smoke. 10w x 8.78d x 24.75h.
No.
Description
Case
DIX SSFD120
Fork Dispenser
DIX SSKD120
Knife Dispenser
DIX SSSD120
Multipurpose Spoon Dispenser
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The SmartStock® brand cutlery
dispensers owned by Dixie Consumer
Products LLC is not available for sale,
but will be subleased to end user
customers via approved SmartStock®
distributors. Any fee charged to an end
user is a sublease fee. The terms of
the sublease for all end users require
that only SmartStock® brand cutlery
be used in the dispenser. End users
will receive a copy of the sublease
terms. The sublease agreement will
also register the dispenser for the Dixie
Warranty Program.

B. SmartStock® Polystyrene Cutlery Refills
Pre-counted and pre-assembled refills make it fast and easy to restock an empty
dispenser. Just pick up a new cutlery refill, slide it into the dispenser, rip and
pull away the binding tape, close the door and you’re done. Black. 40 pieces
per pack. 24 packs (960 pieces) per case.
No.
Description
Case
DIX SSF51
Forks
DIX SSK51
Knives
DIX SSS51
Multipurpose Spoons

C. SmartStock® Polypropylene Cutlery Dispensers
Dispensers provide an economical solution that minimizes cost while delivering
an overall strong performance. Distributes utensils one at a time, improving
sanitation and keeping utensils clean. Reduces consumption and waste. Each
dispenser holds 120 utensils, meaning less time and effort spent on restocking.
Enhances countertop image and conserves space—reduces clutter.
Translucent Smoke.
No.
Description
Case
DIX SSFPDSP
Fork Dispenser
DIX SSKPDSP
Knife Dispenser
DIX SSSPDSP
Spoon Dispenser

D. SmartStock® Mediumweight Polypropylene Cutlery
Pre-counted, pre-assembled refills make it easy to restock dispensers. Utensils
are flexible and resist breaking, which help to improve safety. Forks, knives and
multipurpose spoons are kept nice and clean inside enclosed dispenser. White.
40 pieces per pack. 24 packs (960 pieces) per case.
No.
Description
Case
DIX SSF21P
Forks
DIX SSK21P
Knives
DIX SSS21P
Spoons
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E. SmartStock® Cutlery Dispenser Display Stand
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For use with SmartStock® dispenser carousel (F), SSC3. Attached to this floor
stand, the carousel doesn’t take up counter space and is easily portable. Black.
18 1⁄4 dia. x 29 1⁄2 h.
DIX SSBASE08

Each

F. SmartStock Dispenser Carousel
®

Three dispensers can be circled together on a rotating base. A quick twirl gets
your customers the napkins or cutlery they need. Works with 3 SmartStock®
classic dispensers, 3 mini dispensers, or 2 classic cutlery dispensers and 1
EasyNap towel dispenser (requires an additional mounting bracket and triangle,
available at no charge). Dispensers not included. 18 1⁄4 dia. x 1 1⁄8 h.
Each
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Can't fnd what you need? Call & let us help. See p. 2 symbol legend.
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